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A two-stage, multilevel assay quality control (QC) system was designed and implemented for two high
stringency QC anthrax serological assays; a quantitative anti-PA IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) and an anthrax lethal toxin neutralization activity (TNA) assay. The QC system and the
assays were applied for the congressionally mandated Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Phase 4 human clinical trial of anthrax vaccine adsorbed (AVA, BioThrax). A total of 57,284 human serum
samples were evaluated by anti-PA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and 11,685 samples by
anthrax lethal toxin neutralization activity (TNA) assay. The QC system demonstrated overall sample
acceptance rates of 86% for ELISA and 90% for the TNA assays respectively. Monitoring of multiple assay
and test sample variables showed no significant long term trends or degradation in any of the critical
assay reagents or reportable values for both assays. Assay quality control data establish the functionality
of the quality control system and demonstrates the reliability of the serological data generated using
these assays.

Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The International Association for Biologicals.
1. Introduction

Currently, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Office of
Regulatory Affairs recommends that laboratories supporting
Investigational New Drugs (INDs) and New Drug Applications
(NDAs) establish a quality control (QC) program for the detection,
correction and prevention of deficiencies or errors in laboratory
testing processes [1,2]. Establishing such a QC program is therefore
essential for any laboratory implementing a long term regulatory
compliant clinical trial of vaccine efficacy. A well designed and
executed quality control system for in vitro biological assays
together with an appropriate Quality Management System (QMS)
will monitor assay performance over the course of a clinical study
to ensure the consistency and assure the validity of the data
generated [3].
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A specific example of a long term study is the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) Phase 4 human clinical trial of
anthrax vaccine adsorbed (AVA, BioThrax). This pivotal study was
initiated in 1999 at the request of the US Congress to assess the
safety and serological noninferiority of alternate schedules and
administration routes of AVA [4]. The study encompassed a 43-
month enrollment for 1563 participants, each of whomprovided up
to 17 serum samples for analyses. The primary endpoints for this
study were based on the proportions of vaccinees mounting anti-
PA IgG responses to the anthrax toxin protective antigen (PA)
component of AVA and the magnitude of those responses [4]. The
purpose of the data generated by the Anthrax Vaccine Research
Program (AVRP) was to inform significant public health decisions
on the use and distribution of the only licensed anthrax vaccine in
the US. The wide ranging impact of these decisions on vaccination
and emergency preparedness policies, together with the long
duration of the study, required that the biological assays used for
primary and secondary endpoint determination were precise,
accurate, sensitive, specific and validated [5e7]. We constructed
a quality control system as part of a comprehensive Quality
Assurance activity for the laboratory components of the study. The
QC system was able to detect and reject unacceptable assay
performance, determine that acceptable assay data had a high level
of accuracy and precision, and provide an increased level of confi-
dence in the serological assay data. We report here the monitoring
for Biologicals.
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methods and findings that pertain to the AVRP serological assay
data.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Quality control (QC) system

The QC system evaluated and tracked biological assay perfor-
mance characteristics and ensured appropriate investigations and
responses to any out-of-specification behaviors. The QC process
was initiated by the output of laboratory data to a secure data folder
on a local area network (LAN). Quality control of these data was
next applied in a two-stage, multilevel format (Fig. 1).
2.2. Standardized in vitro assays

The analytic QC program was designed specifically to monitor
the performance data for two highly standardized and validated
serological assays, an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
for detection of Bacillus anthracis PA-specific immunoglobulin (IgG)
G antibodies in human sera and a PAN-species in vitro anthrax
lethal toxin neutralization activity (TNA) assay [8,9]. The anti-PA
IgG ELISA was used to generate primary and secondary endpoints
for the AVRP Phase 4 human clinical trial [4]. The TNA assay was
used to provide functional analyses of serum responses to
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Fig. 1. Flow of serological assay data through a two-stage QC process. The first stage
involved analysis of each assay experiment, application of multiple assay QC accep-
tance criteria from the level of Optical Densities (ODs) to the level of sample test results
(i.e., multilevel) to optimize the performance of a single assay run, and review of the
data. The second stage of the process applied statistical process controls to monitor
assay performance characteristics for multiple assay experiments and to detect and
investigate deviations and trends using a customized automated software data
monitoring program. The procedure was continually repeated for each set of data until
the last sample was tested, analyzed, entered into a laboratory information manage-
ment system (LIMS) database, and monitored through the quality control program.
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vaccination with AVA [8]. Both assays employ a customized tech-
nology platform comprising standard assay formats, specific
protocols and test procedures for sample management, lab testing,
data analysis, and database management. It also includes the
qualification of equipment and control reagents, as well as the
interpretation of performance characteristics [2,8e10]. Ruggedness
and robustness of both assays were determined through develop-
ment studies. Both assays are validated and their respective
precision, accuracy, lower limits of detection, lower limits of
quantification, and dilutional linearity established. The validation
master file is on record with the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA; BB MF 12964) [2]. The performance characteristics, expected
endpoint values and performance ranges for critical reagents,
including reference standards and assay quality control sera, were
determined. These data were used to derive, test, and establish
multilevel, primary assay QC acceptance criteria and as bench-
marks for data generated from AVRP primary and corroborative
endpoint testing.

2.2.1. Anti-PA IgG ELISA acceptance criteria
The basic components and application of the quantitative anti-

PA IgG ELISA have been reported elsewhere [9]. In brief, the assay
plate layout consists of a 7-point two-fold, triplicate dilution series
of standard reference serum, 8-point two-fold, duplicate dilution
series of each test sample (four test samples total per plate),
a duplicate single-point negative control, and 3 separate, duplicate
single-point positive control sera; plates were typically tested in
batches within an experiment. The reportable value of the ELISA is
the concentration of anti-PA IgG antibodies expressed in micro-
grams per milliliter (mg/ml). The anti-PA IgG antibody concentra-
tions of test sera and the positive quality control (QC) sera were
calculated by interpolation to a 4-parameter logistic (4-PL) fit of the
reference standard data using a calibration factor. The sera AVR414
and AVR801 were used as the reference standards during this study
[10]. The analysis was completed using the ELISA for Windows
software Version 2.15 [11].

A set of 5 assay plate acceptance criteria and 2 test sample
acceptance criteria was applied real-time in sequence to determine
data validity. All assay plate acceptance criteria were required to be
met, otherwise all test samples on the plate were rejected and
sample testing repeated. Specifically these criteria were: 1) the
mean Optical Density (OD) value of the negative control must be
less than 0.200 OD units; 2) the standard reference serum must
have an approximated, weighted r-squared coefficient of determi-
nation (r2) value of �0.990 to demonstrate “goodness of fit” of the
standards data to the 4-PL model; 3) the mean anti-PA IgG
concentration for each of three positive quality control sera (high,
middle, low concentrations) must have coefficients of variation
(CV) <20%, else the concentration was censored; 4) at least 2 of 3
positive control seramust have anti-PA IgG concentrations within 2
standard deviations (SD) of their expected values and 5) all positive
control serum anti-PA IgG concentrations must be <3SD from the
expected value. The expected percentage of passing plates, based
on 2 of 3 controls within 2SD and one within 3SD, was approxi-
mately 91%.

For each test sample the overall anti-PA IgG concentration
reportedwas the dilution adjusted arithmetic mean of all calculable
serial dilution pair concentrations. All serum specimens tested by
ELISA required at least two passing results by independent opera-
tors. The criteria specific for each sample tested, to assess both
parallelism [12] and intra-assay precision, required that 1) the CV of
the overall dilution adjusted mean anti-PA IgG concentration of
a test sample was <20% and 2) at least three out of 8 dilution pairs
had a calculable concentration within dilution CVs <20%. Excep-
tions to sample specific criterion #2 included low reactivity samples
evel quality control system for serological assays in anthrax vaccine
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which are unable to achieve calculable concentrations on three
serial dilution pairs. Low reactivity samples were acceptable if all
calculable concentrations had within dilution CVs <20%. Samples
with a CV between 20 and 50% were assessed for outlier detection
and recalculated and acceptance criteria reassessed when neces-
sary. Sampleswith a CVof themean anti-PA IgG concentration�50%
were considered non-parallel to the reference standard curve.
Sample concentrations from 2 or more passing results (inter-oper-
ator precision) were required to have CV of <30%. Summary calcu-
lations (mean, median, CV, and total number of passing results)
were automated in a secure laboratory information management
system, STARLiMS (STARLiMS Corp, Hollywood, FL).

Additional analyses and computations for multilevel QC moni-
toring of the data were done in SAS� (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC).
Variables for these analyses included the dilution factors and OD
values of the QC sera, reference standard and test samples curves,
the computed concentrations of the positive QC sera, four param-
eters of the reference standard 4-PL model (upper asymptote
infinite concentration response, lower asymptote zero concentra-
tion response, symmetric inflection point and slope factor), and QC
sera identifiers.

2.2.2. Anthrax lethal toxin neutralization activity (TNA) assay
acceptance criteria

A subset of sera was tested by the TNA assay to quantify func-
tional activity of serum antibody responses to AVA. This PAN-
species assay is reported elsewhere [8,13]. The assay plate layout
consisted of a 7-point two-fold, triplicate dilution series of standard
reference serum and three test samples, a negative control, a posi-
tive neutralization control, and test serum control. Assay plates
were typically tested in batches within an experiment. The stan-
dard reference serum used throughout this study in the TNA assay
was AVR801. All TNA assay analyses and endpoint calculations were
done in SAS� running a customized endpoint calculation algorithm
[14]. The program utilized a four-parameter logistic (4-PL) model to
fit a dose-response curve to the standard reference serum and test
samples [15]. The primary reportable value of this quantitative
assay was the effective dilution-50 (ED50), the reciprocal of the
dilution corresponding to the inflection point of the 4-PL model
that results in 50% neutralization of cytotoxicity activity [16]. Along
with the reportable values, additional data captured by the
customized software included but were not limited to: ODs of the
controls and test samples, the parameters of the 4-PL model,
dilutions of the reference standard and test samples, operator ID,
testing date, and results for each of the acceptance criteria. Selected
variables were then imported into STARLIMS through an automated
process that also computed summary calculations of the ED50.

Initial application of QCmonitoring for the TNA assay comprised
the automation of real-time QC acceptance criteria embedded
within the customized interpretive software. There were 12 QC
acceptance criteria categorized into three types (primary,
secondary, and test sample) and applied in sequence. The multi-
level primary and secondary acceptance criteria were used to
determine if the assay plate controls and reagents conformed to the
validated bioassay model [8]. If these criteria were not met, all test
samples on that plate were rejected and testing repeated. The
primary acceptance criteria monitored adherent cell acceptability
(J774A.1 cell line), anthrax lethal toxin potency, cell density, and the
curve formation of the standard reference serum within the 4-PL
model. The specific criteria were: 1) the negative control serum
(NC) with lethal toxin (�95% cell lysis) must have a mean OD value
�0.45; 2) the reference standard’s maximum mean triplicate OD
value (100% viability) must be �0.85 to maintain acceptable curve
height; 3) the difference between themean OD value for the NC and
mean triplicate OD for the highest dilution of the standard must be
Please cite this article in press as: Soroka SD, et al., A two-stage, multile
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�0.25; 4) the difference between the maximummean triplicate OD
and the minimum triplicate OD of the reference standard must be
�0.55 OD units to demonstrate sufficient curve depth; 5) within
dilution CV of OD values for reference standard dilutions must be
�20% for 6 of the 7 dilutions to demonstrate acceptable intra-assay
precision; 6) the mean OD value for the positive neutralization
control (PNC) must be �0.85 [8]. The secondary acceptance criteria
ensured that operator performance, qualified reagent behavior, and
4-PL model fit met expected characteristics. The specific criteria
centered around the performance of the reference standard and
included: 7) the 4-PL curve of the standard reference serum must
have an r2 value of �0.945 to demonstrate acceptable goodness of
fit to the 4-PL model fit; 8) at least three dilution points must be on
either side of the inflection point to allow for adequate formation
and distribution of data for a full sigmoid curve and 9) the ED50 of
the reference standard must be within a �2 SD range from the
expected value. Based on assay development data from a 16-month
performance period prior to initial study testing the expected
passing rate for plates was 92.9%. The test sample acceptance
criteriawere based on the 4-PLmodel fit of the test sample data and
operator precision. The criteria included: 10) the CV for all triplicate
readings for each test sample must be�20% for 6 of the 7 dilutions;
11) the test sample dilution curves must have an r2 of 0.895 in the
4-PL model and 12) the test sample curve must converge using
a Gaussian or Marquardt model. If the test sample curve fit
demonstrated a lack of curve formation at the higher dilutions, then
the test sample was rejected and repeated at a higher starting
dilution to ensure formation of a full dose-response curve.

2.3. Monitoring assay performance

Quality control (QC) monitoring of the laboratory assay perfor-
mance was done using a two-stage format. The first stage included
internal QC acceptance criteria that were integrated into the anal-
ysis process allowing for real-time acceptance or rejection deci-
sions. The second stage involved an additional QC step to provide
statistical process control of multiple plate runs and multiple
variables via customized, quality control monitoring (QC-Mon)
programs designed using SAS�. The QC-Mon programs monitored
the assay performance characteristics and detected potential
operational errors and trends within the data. The QC-Mon
programs do not automatically correct or reject study data. The
programs collated data from SAS� datasets and from STARLIMS
using a structured query language (SQL) procedure. The QC-Mon
programs comprised 3 monitoring sections, from which data for
multiple priority assay performance variables were presented
through a series of text outputs and graphs. The monitoring
sections were 1) review of manual data entry, 2) review of recent
data (RD) and 3) review of long term data (LD). Inspection of RD and
LD was in user-defined time ranges. Both QC-Mon programs were
fully automated and contained within a SAS macro statement. This
design facilitated specific end-user flexibility within the program to
adjust date ranges and acceptable passing rates. QC-Mon programs
were run weekly by trained analysts.

The review of manual data entry was designed to detect oper-
ator data entry errors. Variables of user identifier (ID), date tested,
sample ID, QC reagent ID, and dilution entry were checked for
inaccuracies. Output of these data was provided when inaccuracies
were detected.

The RD portion of the program monitored the most recent
laboratory activity based upon the date the program was run
(Table 1). The program produced summary statistics, correlations,
and graphs; output would only be displayed if there were
discrepancies/deficiencies. Shewhart control charts were produced
for longitudinal performance of the three positive control
vel quality control system for serological assays in anthrax vaccine



Table 1
Listing of the criteria and their description used to monitor serological assay data within the quality control monitoring (QC-Mon) Programs.

Criteria Description QCM-
ELISAa

QCM-
TNA

Graph Output/
Table

Recent/
Long Termb

Model Fit Observance of the 4-PL fit of the reference standard where the model did not
converge, or was improperly fitted to the data

U U U R

Plate Passing Rate Observance of plate passing percentage by experiment identifying experiments
containing > X% failed plates

U U U U R

Sample Passing Rate Observance of passing percentage of samples by experiment on the passing
plates of an experiment with >X% failed samples

U U U U R

Summary Statistics Summary statistics of ELISA positive controls concentrations or TNA reference
standard ED50

U U U R,L

Positive Control Ranges Table of ELISA positive control concentrations corresponding to established
standard deviation (SD) ranges

U U R

Correlation Coefficients Table of correlation coefficients comparing the standard’s upper asymptote, lower
asymptote, slope, reportable values, and optical density (OD) dilution points

U U U L

Plate Frequency Display of the frequency and passing rate of plates tested, by operator U U U R,L
Positive QC Data Observance of each ELISA positive control concentration by operator; it also

displays the recent mean, established mean and SD ranges
U U R,L

Sample Passing Results Summary table displaying the sample acceptance criteria results by operator;
results are shown as either ‘pass’ or coded reason for sample failure

U U U R,L

Standard’s Reportable
Values

Graphical Display for a reference standard’s reportable value by operator U U U R,L

Standard’s Parameters Observance of the reference standard’s upper asymptote, lower asymptote,
or slope over time with point labels displaying plate QC pass/fail

U U U U L

Negative Control Observance of the OD of the negative control over time with point labels
displaying QC pass/fail

U U U L

Standard OD Dilution Observance of the mean OD associated with each dilution point of the reference
standard over time. Dilution points are color-coded

U U U L

Positive Neutralization
Control

Observance of the OD associated with the TNA positive neutralization control
over time with point labels displaying QC pass/fail

U U L

a Check marks indicate the criteria are being monitored by the TNA (TNAQCM02) and/or ELISA (ELQCM03), if there are graphical data, and if there are output and/or tables.
b Monitored via recent (R) and/or long term (L) data.
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concentrations in the anti-PA IgG ELISA and for the ED50 of the TNA
reference standard. The Shewhart method of process control
statistically analyzes variances in the assay to distinguish random
variation from error [17]. Control chart target values for the She-
whart method were defined using the expected or assigned
endpoint mean value for each control or standard. The corre-
sponding upper and lower control limits were set at 1SD, 2SD, and
3SD from the mean. Assay data were plotted using mean daily
results (data points) andwere evaluated using eight tests for special
causes [18] (Table 2). Investigations were initiated for all detections
of special causes e outliers that are assignable but are not repre-
sentative of the dataset e in the control data.

The LD monitoring portion of the program involved the visual
inspection of multiple variables charted longitudinally for the
duration of the AVRP study. Some of these variables were utilized in
review of recent data (RD) (Table 1). All charts of longitudinal data
were automatically saved on a secure network drive. Each time
a QC-Mon program was applied, new data were appended to the
previous long term data and new files were generated. Any
potential long term trends were investigated.
Table 2
Eight tests for special causes within Shewhart control charts.

Test Index Description

1 1 data point >3 Standard Deviations (SD) from the expected value
2 9 data points in sequence above or below the expected value
3 6 data points in sequence steadily increasing or decreasing
4 14 data points in sequence alternating up and down
5 2 out of 3 data points in sequence >2SD from the expected mean
6 4 out of 5 data points in sequence >1SD from the expected mean
7 15 data points in sequence <1SD from the expected mean
8 8 data points >1SD with no data points within 1SD

The tests were designed and utilized for two serological assays as amethod to detect
and distinguish random (common cause or expected) variation from assignable
(special cause or non-random) variation.
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3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics

The overall performance of the ELISA Positive control concen-
trations and the TNA assay reference standard ED50 demonstrated
high precision and accuracy for both assays over time (Table 3). The
CVs of the ELISA positive controls concentrations ranged from 15.8%
to 19.2%with a percent error ranging from 0.2% to 6.5%. The ED50 of
the TNA reference standard AVR801 demonstrated a CV of 26.3%
and a percent error of 14.0%. These numbers demonstrated similar
performance to the precision and accuracy data reported in assay
development and validation reports which are on record with the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as master file BB MF 12964.
3.2. Anti-PA IgG ELISA and TNA assay acceptance criteria

There were 22,221 specimens analyzed for anti-PA IgG by ELISA.
Each specimen required a minimum of 2 passing results from 2
different operators. A total of 57,284 test sample aliquots were
assayed on 14,713 plates by 8 operators over a 73-month testing
period. The overall sample passing rate was 86.2%, with passing
rates by operator ranging from 72.5% to 91.9%. The rate for assay
plate failures was 9.6%, close to the projected rate of 9% calculated
from the QC acceptance criteria of the positive controls. The addi-
tional 0.6% of plate failures were attributable to out of range values
on the negative control serum and the fit of the standard reference
serum to the 4-PLmodel. Sample failure due to non-parallelismwas
encountered for only 0.2% of total samples (n ¼ 124). All non-
passing test samples were retested and data reported.

Of all received specimens, 46.8% (n ¼ 10,405) were tested in the
TNA assay. In total, there were 11,685 test samples assayed on 3908
plates by 7 different operators over a period of 23 months. The
overall sample passing rate was 90.2%. The passing rate for test
evel quality control system for serological assays in anthrax vaccine



Table 3
Summary statistics for the ELISA positive quality control (QC) concentrations and the TNA reference standard ED50.

Sample Reportable Value n Expected
Reportable value

Observed
Reportable value

Standard Error Observed % CV % Error

AVR216 ELISA Positive Control
Concentration (mg/ml)

6362 102.0 99.1 0.2 17.7 2.9

AVR284 6426 100.9 99.4 0.2 19.2 1.5
AVR370 6427 59.8 55.9 0.1 17.8 6.5
AVR1749 8261 446.4 419.7 0.7 15.8 6.0
AVR1750 8271 88.7 88.5 0.2 18.3 0.2
AVR1751 8257 39.4 37.9 0.1 16.6 3.8

AVR801 TNA Reference
Standard ED50

3908 656 564 2.4 26.3 14.0

Evaluation of accuracy and precision over time on plates used to generate data for the Anthrax Vaccine Research Program (AVRP). Accuracy was expressed as the percent error
(% Error) between the observed reportable values and the expected values. Precision was expressed as the % Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the reportable value. ELISA data
were captured over a 73-month testing period; TNA data were captured over a period of 23 months.
n ¼ number of observations.
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samples by operator where the number of tests was >16 ranged
from 87.8% to 92.2%. There was a 7.4% plate failure frequency
(n ¼ 866) due to not meeting the assay primary and secondary
acceptance criteria. The plate failure rate of 7.4% was comparable to
prior studies (7.1%) using the same standard reference serum
AVR801 (data not shown). Of the 12 acceptance criteria applied to
all test samples, criterion #9 (Standard ED50 being within 2SD of
the expected mean) failed to meet its requirement most often (3.4%
of all samples tested). Criterion #8 (adequate formation and
distribution of data for a full sigmoid standard curve) met the
requirement 100% of the time. Seven of the twelve criteriamet their
requirement >99.0% of the time. Of the 10,539 samples that passed
the real-time QC acceptance criteria, 28 samples (0.3%) were
determined to have improper curve fits to the 4-PL model. These
results were rejected and the samples retested according to
protocol.

3.3. Anti-PA IgG ELISA quality control monitoring

In total, there were a total of 3207 experiments containing 1e8
assay plates per experiment, with an average number of plates per
experiment between 4 and 5. There were 2457 experiments (76.6%)
in which all plates within the experiment passed the plate accep-
tance criteria. Approximately 94.3% of experiments had over 50% of
all plates pass the plate acceptance criteria. Investigation into the
5.7% of experiments that had more than 50% of plates fail plate
acceptance criteria revealed the majority of plate failures were due
to not passing the acceptance criteria for the positive control
concentrations. All test samples on failed plates were subsequently
retested. Of the 3121 experiments which contained at least one
passing plate, 138 experiments (4.4%) hadmore than 20% of the test
samples on passing plates fail the test sample acceptance criteria.
Most of these 138 experiments spanned the 73-month testing
period; however, the ELQCM03 programwas able to detect a larger
than normal percentage of these experiments occurred during
a 2-month period. Investigation into this testing period revealed
a low frequency of errors and no OD trends or shifts or above
average plate failure rates. The above average number of failed test
samples decreased in the following month.

Two standard reference sera, AVR414 and AVR801, were used for
the AVRP anti-PA IgG serological testing. A total of 5839 assay plates
were completed using AVR414, and 8874 using AVR801. Inspection
of the 4-PL standards data for AVR414 showed no significant trends
with the standard’s upper asymptote, lower asymptote, and slope,
although there was a slight downward shift down in the optical
density (OD) values for the upper asymptote (3.4e2.9 OD units). No
corresponding change was evident in the standard’s dilution points
OD values or in any of the concentrations of the positive control QC
Please cite this article in press as: Soroka SD, et al., A two-stage, multile
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sera. Inspection of data from assay plates using reference standard
AVR801 showed no significant trends over time for the standard’s
upper asymptote, lower asymptote, and slope. Examination of the
AVR801 OD dilution points revealed a single upward shift at
a specific time point in the study. The upward shift in ODs was also
evident in the four parameters of the standard curve. No shift or
trend was detected in the reportable values (mg/ml) of the three
positive controls before or after this OD shift was detected (T-test,
>0.05). Furthermore, the sample acceptance rate was not affected
by the OD shift. This observation makes two key points; firstly, the
QCM program provides a high stringency real-time review of assay
data that facilitates immediate scrutiny of assay behavior; secondly,
that determination of antibody concentrations using a calibrated
reference standard is much more robust than use of raw OD values
in determining assay endpoints.

Six positive quality control (QC) sera were used in 2 sets of 3 for
the AVRP study. Set 1 comprised QC sera AVR216, AVR284, and
AVR370; set 2 comprised QC sera AVR1749, AVR1750, and AVR1751.
The overall mean anti-PA IgG concentrations and CVs are provided
in Table 3. Accuracy of all positive QC sera, determined by percent
error compared to the expected values ([(observed � expected)/
expected] � 100) ranged from 0.2% to 6.5%. The frequency for each
individual positive control concentration that calculated within
2SD of the expectedmean ranged from 86.4% to 94.9%. Inspection of
positive QC sera mean concentrations over time (months)
demonstrated high precision and accuracy for the overall study
(Table 3, Fig. 2). An increase in variancewas noted in the final stages
of the testing periods compared to preceding periods. This was
associated with a reduction in the total number of test results in the
analysis sample data points compared to the overall test result
average (n < 45 vs. n > 200). There was no associated increase in
experiment or test sample fail rates. Inspection of the monthly
mean concentrations for all positive control sera demonstrated that
96% had a CV <30% and 85% had a CV <20%, emphasizing good
precision of the assay on a month-to-month basis (Fig. 3). Overall,
the CVs by month were similar to the established (expected) CVs
(w14% on average) for each of the positive controls. Four of the six
positive controls had at least one month when the CV exceeded
30%. Investigation of these months with a CV>30% revealed that in
each case a set of plates from one experiment contained positive
control sera concentrations much different from the expected value
of those sera. These assay plates had failed the initial plate QC
acceptance criteria and the test samples were repeated. This not
only demonstrates the ability of the program to identify these
plates, but also exemplifies the ability of our QC acceptance criteria
to reject discrepant data. There was only a single month period in
the entire duration of the 73-month study when more than one
positive serum mean concentration had a CV >30%. Further
vel quality control system for serological assays in anthrax vaccine



Fig. 2. Accuracy and precision of mean ELISA positive control concentrations. Plot of
concentrations (passing and failing results) for AVR1749 (B), AVR1750 (þ), and
AVR1751 (x) over a 30 month testing period. Standard deviation bars were included for
each concentration. Control limits for each positive control, shown with dashed lines,
were determined from an established (expected) reportable value. Graphical repre-
sentation was similar but not shown here for AVR216, AVR284, and AVR370. Increases
in accuracy and/or precision were not associated with increases in test sample failure
rates.
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analysis of these aberrant spikes showed that the sample size for
that period was low (n ¼ 5) for each QC serum, with all results
within 3SD of the expected mean.

Each of the daily test reportable values for each of the positive
control sera was averaged and analyzed by inspection using
Fig. 3. Percent Coefficient of Variation (%CV) of ELISA positive quality control (QC) concentra
(6), AVR1749 (,), AVR1750 (C), and AVR1751 (þ). The monthly CVs were similar to the es
concentrations had a %CV < 30% and 85% had a %CV < 20%, demonstrating good precision
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Shewhart control charts. There were 790 discrete test day obser-
vations analyzed in this manner. Of these, 358 test days used
positive controls AVR216, AVR284, and AVR370, and 432 test days
used positive controls AVR1749, AVR1750, and AVR1751. For all
positive control sera, the most frequent QC prompt was to have
nine data points in sequence on one side of the target value (QC test
#2, n ¼ 56). Investigation of these indicated that the majority of
mean daily concentrations occurred within 1SD of the expected
mean value and in many cases overlapped with a QC prompt for 15
points in a sequence within 1SD of the target value (QC test #7,
n ¼ 34). QC prompts for test #1 (1 data point beyond 3 SD of the
target value) were triggered 12 times. The mean daily concentra-
tions before and after each QC test #1 prompt were shown to have
concentrations near the target value. Many of the QC prompts for
test #1 had a low sample count (n < 8) for that particular day
resulting from one experiment; of the 3 days with a higher sample
count (8 < n < 21), investigation showed that one operator’s test
plates reported a positive control concentration outside of 3SD
while the other operators’ positive control concentrations were
within 3SD, thereby inflating the mean daily concentration. There
were no QC prompts for Test #8.

3.4. TNA assay quality control monitoring

There were a total of 931 experiments containing 2e8 plates
assayed per experiment over 220 test days. Of these experiments,
873 (93.8%) had 50% or more of its plates pass the primary and
secondary acceptance criteria. With multiple experiments tested
each day, plate QC was also assessed by day. There were 12 days in
which at least 50% or more plates completed on those days failed
the plate QCs. The utility of the QCM program was its ability to
demonstrate that each daywas a sporadic incident and similar rates
tions. Plot of %CV for QC concentrations by month for AVR216 (x), AVR284 (B), AVR370
tablished CVs (w14% on average) over the course of the study. Overall, 96% of monthly
over a 73-month testing period.
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were not seen on the previous testing date or the next testing date.
All of the plates passed the plate QCs on approximately 74% of all
test dates. Of the test samples on plates that passed the plate QC,
there were 25 experiments (2.8%) in which 20% or more of the test
samples failed the test sample acceptance criteria. Only 1 experi-
ment (0.11%) had more than 50% of its samples fail the test sample
acceptance criteria. In general, daily plate and sample acceptance
rates were similar across operators, with indications of potential
daily reagent issues but no trends or shifts in the data.

The TNA standard reference serum, AVR801, had an overall
mean ED50 of 564 (Standard Error (SE) ¼ 2.4) (Table 3) and
a percent error of 14% compared to the established ED50 mean
which demonstrated good accuracy in this assay for the duration of
the study. Over 23 months of sustained testing the mean ED50 by
operator where n> 16 ranged from 528 (SE¼ 4.9) to 632 (SE¼ 6.6),
with a CV range from 22.9% to 27.0%. Inspection of the ED50 values,
including results passing and failing QC, by month where n > 10
demonstrated good precision and accuracy (Fig. 4). The mean ED50
bymonth ranged from 469e699 and all mean values for all months
were within 1SD of the overall observed mean. The CV of the ED50
ranged from 12.2% to 37.7% in the same period. Of these 91% had
a monthly CV <30%.

Inspection of the reportable values and parameters of the
standard reference serum AVR801 revealed no significant trends
over time. Short term trends seen within the ED50 data were
attributable to assay variability and manifested as a wave-like
pattern (Fig. 5). The pattern was also evident for the standard’s
slope, upper asymptote, lower asymptote, and for the OD value of
the negative control serum. The pattern was present to a less
pronounced extent in the upper and lower regions for the OD range
of the standard. The ED50 values for AVR801 were �2SD from the
mean 94.6% of the time and�1SD 75.3% of the time, consistent with
a Normal distribution.

Over the 220 test days, the daily mean ED50 values of the
reference standard AVR801 were calculated and plotted on She-
whart control charts. In the testing period there were a total of 16
prompts for 8 QC tests. Test #2 was prompted on nine occasions
and test #6 and #3 were prompted on five and two occasions,
respectively. No two prompts occurred on the same day. All
prompts to these tests determined to be part of normal assay
Fig. 4. Accuracy and precision of the mean TNA Effective Dilution-50 (ED50) for
standard reference serum AVR801. Plot of mean ED50 values (with standard deviation
bars) on all test results (passing and failing) by month. Control limits, displayed for the
standard with dashed lines, were determined from an established (expected) report-
able value. Data were tested over 23 months. All mean monthly ED50 values were
within 1 standard deviation from the overall observed mean (ED50 ¼ 564, SD ¼ 148).
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variability or minor deviations. There were no prompts for tests #1,
4, 5, 7, and 8 for any test day. Although there were no prompts for
special causes, therewere two testing days when daily ED50means
were approximately 2SD above the expected mean while the
previous and next testing dates showed ED50 values similar to
the observed mean. Through investigation it was determined that
the cause was related to a reagent used on those particular days.
Thus, as is the case for the anti-PA IgG ELISA, these data indicate
that the Shewhart control charts for the TNA assay were able to
detect both random, expected variations as well as special cause
variations. Together with the associated technical investigations
these analyses validated the results reported for study primary
endpoint analyses.

4. Discussion

Clinical trials from which high impact public health decisions
are made require supporting data to be valid, reliable and consis-
tent throughout the entire study. The quality control system and its
application to AVRP described in this report provide confirmation
of the validity and integrity of these data and demonstrate an
adaptable method to monitor other biological assays.

The quality control system was designed and applied to the
AVRP serological data as a two-stage process. The first stage inte-
grated QC acceptance criteria into the data analysis providing real-
time analytic decisions, error detection, and feedback to the test
operator. To accommodate the inherent variability of bioassays
[19,20] and the use of nonlinear model fits to the data [21,22], we
designed multilevel QC criteria that were applied in sequence on
multiple variables to encompass different parts of the testing
process. This approach improved the assessment of the assays’
technical components and ensured reliability of the test results. The
acceptance criteria for each assay were derived through develop-
ment and validation studies. Although some criteria met expecta-
tions>99% of the time, particularly for the TNA assay, each criterion
evaluated specific, critical markers necessary for the acceptable
performance of these bioassays. Equivalent criteria can be applied
to other bioassays but the specifics of those criteria must be
determined during assay development and validation.

The second stage was designed to detect assay trends across
multiple assay plates and multiple testing days. The data were
monitored over user-selected short time periods and over the
entire course of study testing. Daily and short-term reviews
enabled prompt investigation of any assay data or operational
discrepancies. Long-term reviews detected the emergence of data
‘spikes’, assay drift or any unwarranted shift in assay performance
due to aberrant behavior in reagents or other materials. The QC-
Mon programs standardized and streamlined this process for both
assays.

The QC-Mon programs created in SAS� were contained within
macros which allowed monitoring of assay data to be fully auto-
mated while retaining end-user flexibility for QC test selection. The
macro calls were located in a separate program from the macro
program which provided protection from inadvertent manipula-
tion of the program. The program and the data outputs were
specifically customized for both of the assays reported here and
may be customized as required for other assay applications. The
extent to which other assay applications can make optimal use of
these automated programs depends largely on the type of assay
and the type of variables that can be captured from the assay. The
use of automated software programs to monitor large quantities of
laboratory data is an accepted and essential tool for efficient real-
time statistical analyses [22e27]. The customized programs
employed here differed compared to other programs in which QC
procedures were set up through the use of control charts
vel quality control system for serological assays in anthrax vaccine



Fig. 5. Individual ED50 data points by date of testing for TNA standard reference serum AVR801. Short term trends attributed to assay variability and displayed as a wave-like
pattern. Data points are broken down by operator over a 23 month testing period (operator A: þ; operator B:,; operator C: x; operator D: D operator E: >; operator F:q; operator
G: B; expected ED50 mean: solid line; Observed ED50 mean: short dashed line; 2 standard deviations (SD) from the expected ED50 mean: dashed line; 3 standard deviations from
the expected ED50 mean: long dashed line). Approximately 95% of all ED50 values were within 2SD of the observed mean.
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[25,28,29], sometimes through the use of only one variable [25].
Dependence on single variables in bioassays can make the QC
review potentially less reliable. The bioassay variability and
performance characteristics for both AVRP serological assays were
known and established through development and validation
studies and were taken into account during the development of the
implemented two-stage QC system. The QC acceptance criteria
chosen for these assays relied on the use of multilevel assay-
specific variables which were of significant importance in
measuring the overall performance of the assay. The second stage
QC-Mon programs provided an important tool to monitor the assay
performance over time for trends and discrepancies, through the
use of control charts, summary tables, reports, and graphical
displays of multiple key assay variables. The application of the QCM
programs for this study verified that manual data entry errors were
few and minimized due to the automated processes set up during
assay testing and analysis. These automated processes were
specifically employed to reduce the potential for transcription
errors. For those errors which did occur, the QC-Mon programs
were able to identify them and all errors found were corrected and
the data were reanalyzed where necessary.

The Shewhart control charts were set up within the QC-Mon
programs for the concentrations of the anti-PA IgG ELISA positive
QC sera and the ED50 of the TNA assay’s reference standard. This
type of control chart was originally designed for manufacturing
practices [17], but was later applied to laboratory practices [28].
Rules and tests were then applied to these control charts to facili-
tate detection of both random, expected variation and assignable,
special cause variation. The eight tests for special causes [18]
utilized for the assays in this study present similarities to the
multi-rule Shewhart procedure by Westgard [29] and were chosen
Please cite this article in press as: Soroka SD, et al., A two-stage, multil
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here because their application was already contained within the
SAS� Shewhart procedure.

The application of all eight Nelson tests [18] increased the
ability to detect errors in the testing process but also increased the
chances of detecting random variation. For the AVRP study, it was
a calculated decision to utilize all tests and accept the increased
detection of random variation. Those tests that gave prompts for
our assays detected both special cause variation and random
variation. In practice, for the AVRP study, all prompts whether
expected or assignable were investigated. Many of the tests that
gave prompts within the TNA assay were attributed to the peaks of
the sinusoidal wave-like pattern shown over time for the ED50 of
the reference standard (i.e., expected assay variation). Establish-
ment of additional assay-specific tests for detecting special causes
in addition to select functional tests from above would enhance
the ability of these control charts to maximize the detection of
non-random variation (assignable causes), while minimizing
detection of expected assay variability within our assays. The
optimal type and number of control tests need to be carefully
considered as the applicability of these tests can vary from assay to
assay [30].

The utilization of a two-stage, multilevel QC system was ach-
ieved by the use of well characterized reagents, established assay
performance (development and validation), operation of a Quality
Management System (QMS), and a standardized technology plat-
form for each assay’s procedures and analytical methods. The QC
system utilized for the AVRP was an essential component of the
QMS employed by the study. Outputs and information from the
assay QCM can be used to enhance other aspects of the laboratory
process that ultimately lead to continuous improvement in labo-
ratory performance.
evel quality control system for serological assays in anthrax vaccine
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5. Conclusion

The quality control (QC) system for laboratory data was designed
and implemented as a part of a laboratory quality management
system (QMS) compliantwith the Clinical Laboratories Improvement
Amendments (CLIA) and based on Title 21, Code of Federal Regula-
tions (21CFR) Part 58, outlining current Good Laboratory Practices
(cGLP), and guidances published by the FDA [31e33]. A multistage,
multilevel quality control system was created to monitor the
performance of laboratory data from standardized, validated sero-
logical assays. Performance of the assays for the AVRP was precise
and accurate. The QC-Mon programs detected no significant trends
over the course of the study for multiple variables. The system
established in our laboratory for the monitoring assay performance
provided an increased measure of confidence in the AVRP data
obtained from these serological assays. The quality control system
established here is an adaptable system for other types of serological
assays and has since been applied effectively for use with influenza
serological assays as part of the pandemicH1N1emergency response
in 2009 (Hancock, K., personal communication).
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